
Milton School Committee  
Regular Meeting 

Milton High School Library 
March 20, 2007 

 
Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. 
 
Committee Present:  Paul Hogan, Chair, Beirne Lovely, Vice-Chair, Mary Kelly, Laurie 
Stillman and Lynda Lee Sheridan 
 
Staff Present:  Dr. Magdalene Giffune, Superintendent; Mary Gormley, Assistant 
Superintendent for Curriculum & Personnel; Paul Hilton, Assistant Superintendent for Business 
 
1. Citizens Speak (Policy BEDH-Residents may speak for up to 3 minutes) –No one  
 came forward to speak 
 
2. Approval of Minutes – all minutes tabled until a later date (4/4/06, 1/30/07, 
 2/13/07) 
 
3. Superintendent’s Report 
 

Motion was made to give preliminary approval for the Milton High School trip to Europe 
(Spain, France and Italy), April vacation, 2008. 
 
Move:    B. Lovely 
Second:  L. Sheridan 
Vote:  5-0-0 
 
Fundraising opportunities will be available for this trip. 
 
Student Assignment – Dr. Giffune brought floor plans of the Cunningham/Collicot 
building to discuss some questions raised on room availability and room for growth.  In 
order to make the student assignment plan work, 53 classrooms are needed and the 
consolidated or sister school plan would need all 53 classrooms.  Dr. Giffune explained 
that computer rooms can be used as regular classrooms and the hope is to have computers 
furnished in the classroom (as discussed in Mr. Echelson’s presentation of the Literacy 
project); one classroom will be needed for art/music; and there is very little movement 
between French and English so that would not impact class size.  If enrollment increases, 
Dr. Giffune feels that would happen when we implement full day Kindergarten.  
Although the hope was to furnish classrooms with computers and expand the Literacy 
project, Mr. Lovely stated there is not enough money in the budget to do so.  With the 
budget as it is and computers not being in classrooms, he voiced his concern over having 
computers in the Library and using computer rooms as classrooms.   
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Ms. Kelly brought up the distribution of students within the building, the necessary 
allocation of staff for art/music, teaching blocks required, and agrees with Mr. Lovely 
that when looking at capacity and possible enrollment increases, it does not seem these 
plans could work.  Further discussion followed with regard to this matter and Mr. Lovely 
suggested that the Superintendent or Chair obtain the most recent NESDEC proposal for 
growth.  He also suggested using the town census to help obtain this information.   
 
The Committee then discussed the upcoming public forums.  It was agreed that the 
forums will be a shorter presentation of what the Student Assignment Committee gave on 
3/13/07 followed by a question and answer session.  Mr. Hogan will moderate the 
3/22/07 forum; Mr. Ward will moderate for the following forums.  Index cards were 
useful at the 3/13/07 presentation, and it was suggested these cards be screened 
objectively for repetitive questions.  It was also suggested that the Paw Prints article be 
given out to attendees so they have the basic information for all plans.   
 
Ms. Kelly asked about the status of the student assignment mailing.  Dr. Giffune replied 
that it is print ready and they are waiting for a price on color vs. black and white.  The 
possibility of another forum was discussed in the event the mailing does not get out in 
time for the public to have ample notice of the forums.  Ms. Sheridan suggested moving 
the April 11th forum date to March 29th at 9:30 a.m., and the Committee agreed.  This 
meeting will be held in the High School Auditorium and the Committee will check with 
Mr. Ward or Mr. Flynn to act as Moderator.  Ms. Kelly wanted to make sure information 
regarding Title 1 and transportation is available for these forums.  

 
4. Chairman’s Report 
 

Mr. Lovely explained the implications of the budget.  Our appropriated funds for FY07 
were $30.9 million.  This year we requested that the Warrant Committee issue a $2.8 
increase (original request was $3.1 million), bringing our FY08 request to $33.7 million 
(a 9% increase).  We received the first cut of numbers back from the Warrant Committee, 
and our increase is .72% which moves us slightly above level funding.  Mr. Lovely 
explained the entire town is in financial straights and most of last year’s override money 
went to insurance costs in the town.  Basically, all town budgets have been level funded.  
While the Committee realized the $2.8 million request would be difficult, they did expect 
approximately $1.6-$1.8 million.  The Superintendent was asked how much it would cost 
to take this year’s faculty (with the steps and lanes associated with their contract) and roll 
it over to next year; that amount is $1.6 million.  Until just a few days ago we were 
looking at the $221,000 increase plus $390,000 for Medicaid benefits, putting us up 
$611,000 from where we were last year.  Kevin Mearn, Town Administrator, is trying to 
identify more funds to assist all town departments meet their objectives.  The sources of 
these funds include:  reducing the town’s reserve fund by $140,000; $ 166,718 in 
additional changes in group health insurance;  $50,000 in additional Medicaid 
reimbursement; $80,000 from the Selectmen’s fund; $35,000 in additional growth;  
$25,000 in excise tax; $40,000 from a law suit that may not have to be paid next year.   
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Mr. Mearn presented his proposed increases at a special meeting last Friday morning with 
various town representatives.  They were as follows: 
 
 Fire Dept.    $  67,362 
 Fire (FY07 contract)     107,000 
 Planning          6,000 
 Police         23,814 
 Treasurer/Collector’s Office        2,271 
 Town Clerk                     2,271 
 Personnel                                 2,000 
 PT Program Mgr. position      35,000 
 Information Technology      34,000 
 Cemetery        40,000 
 Selectmen        17,000 
 Schools      200,000 
                 $536,718 
 
Mr. Lovely explained with that increase the school department is up roughly $811,000 
from where it was last year.  Keeping in mind it will cost $1.6 million just to roll over 
staff, we are approximately $800,000 short on the personnel line.   It is estimated that 
every $100,000 we are short in the personnel line is the equivalent of 2.5 teachers.  
Therefore, we are faced with cutting 20 teachers.  In addition, it is expected that we will 
be required to pay $375,000 in additional special education expenses for next year; we 
expect it will cost an additional $200,000 in utilities next year to move in to the new 
schools; we requested 4 additional custodians for Collicot/Cunningham; there would be 
approximately $25,000 in additional costs to move students; and the additional cost for 
one principal at Collicot/Cunningham.   In summary, we were hoping to have $2.9 
million, and what we have is $800,000.   Mr. Lovely attended the Warrant Committee 
meeting with Mr. Mearn when this list of proposed increases was presented.  The general 
consensus at this meeting was that if any other money was to appear, a large portion will 
go to the schools.  Mr. Lovely emphasized this is a town wide problem and must be 
presented as a town issue; we do not want to pit the schools against other town 
departments.  He suggested the community help by writing letters to Governor Patrick, 
Senator Joyce, Representative Timilty, and to the Board of Selectmen.  
 
Other potential sources of revenue were discussed with the Warrant Committee, Mr. 
Mearn and Ms. Annmarie Fagan.  Mr. Lovely explained there is room to explore the 
general insurance fund; the retirement reserve may free up some money; early 
expectations are that we will see some increase in Chapter 70 funding and additional 
special education transportation reimbursement (we are working on perhaps combining 
special education routes with other communities where children go to the same 
programs).  We have also told Mr. Mearn that we would like the Selectmen to consider 
dipping into the stabilization fund.   
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Ms. Stillman asked if an accurate picture is being painted of what this budget means.  If 
we need $1.6 million just to rollover our existing staff; $50,000 in utilities for the rest of 
the system; additional special education costs; the cost of opening Collicot/Cunningham 
(and a nurse); inflation for existing fixed expenses, she asked if the  prospect could be 
laying off more than 20 teachers.  She cannot imagine this is only the result of health care 
costs.  Mr. Lovely explained in addition to health care costs, there is a $950,395 increase 
in group insurance; $160,000 in retirement; $55,000 in general insurance; $119,000 
additional imposed state charges; $13,000 in unpaid bills and raises that have to be 
funded.  Ms. Kelly added that Proposition 2 ½ also restricts how much we can raise the 
levy each year.  Mr. Hogan emphasized we are trying to cooperate with the Warrant 
Committee and adjust our budget downward.  Everyone is trying to be straight forward 
about the facts, and he is hopeful there is still some money out there to help close the gap.   
 
Dr. Giffune stated they are continuing to explore obvious pockets of money that will help 
the school budget (i.e. landfill money).   She has met with the principals to try to think of 
anything that could be cut before we go into the classrooms.  From the request, the 
following was discussed: 1 FTE in elementary can be handled with what we have, 
$51,032; Mr. Phelan reluctantly let go of his request for an additional match coach, 
$51,032; $50,000 in district wide materials and supplies; eliminate PDP for science, 
$15,000; text adoption, $15,000; reduce district wide undistributed by an additional 
$20,000.  This would total $202,064. 
 
The next level would be district wide mid-level administration (some positions will 
become vacant through retirement, there is talk of reconfiguring jobs, partial positions, 
etc.), $129,000; Elementary FLES for grades 1 and 2, $122,477; Literacy aides, $80,000; 
2 staff members at the Middle School with some reconfiguring in exploratory offerings, 
$100,000; 3 FTE’s at Milton High, $123,000.  This would total $554,477. 
 
The next level would be to reconfigure how we offer specials in the Elementary, while 
strictly adhering to contract requirements for prep time, $57,523.  Dr. Drottar suggested 
looking at how we currently supervise lunch and how we currently provide PE.  The 
question was can we offer PE in a different configuration to allow more PE, have better 
supervision on the playground, and conserve $81,390 in aides?  The possibility of 
eliminating a World Culture teacher at the Middle School was also discussed, $51,032.  If 
we were to do all of this, it would be $946,486.  Dr. Giffune stated there will be loss in 
service; however, class size, coaches, and the administrative structure would remain in 
tact with this level of reduction. 
 
With regard to FLES, Ms. Stillman mentioned that last year the possible elimination of 
FLES had many parents upset and brought up concerns over the equity between French 
Immersion and English.  Mr. Schultz explained FLES was being considered as an option 
since core subjects in the English program have less time allocated to literacy due to the 
fact that 120 minutes are spent on Spanish instruction.  Both he and the other elementary 
principals feel these additional 120 minutes learning literacy would be invaluable, 
particularly in grades 1 & 2.  Dr. Korschun explained that children in French Immersion 
use those 120 minutes a week learning to read.   Although they learn to read in French, by 
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the 3rd grade when they learn to read in English the necessary skills have been mastered.  
Mr. Echelson agreed it is important to target all our resources to making sure students are 
proficient readers by grade 2.  The principals are not saying children will not have the 
opportunity to learn Spanish; it will just begin in 3rd grade.   
 
Dr. Giffune also stated there are preliminary conversations around athletics, extra 
curricular activities, what we offer, and the cost for what we offer.  The custodial 
positions at Collicot/Cunningham were discussed, although she does not feel these can be 
compromised.  Another possibility was taking exploratories in the Middle School, cutting 
them in half and dismissing school early to allow for teacher prep time.  Dr. Giffune 
stated these are dramatic thoughts that go against what public school is about; however, 
everything must be examined before going into classrooms.   
 
When asked why assistant principals and math/reading coaches were not on the potential 
list of cuts, Dr. Giffune explained that math/reading coaches are imperative to our focus 
on achievement.  The assistant principals did come up, but they are ½ assistant principals 
and ½ coaches and they lend a great deal to the running of the elementary schools.    
Per Ms. Sheridan’s request, Dr. Giffune explained the contractual planning time for 
elementary teachers.  Every classroom teacher is provided a 20 minute lunch and an 
attached 30 minute prep period.  They are also provided a bank of 90 additional minutes 
per week that cannot be in less than 30 minute blocks.  There are other things on top of 
that such as: PE, art and music 35 minutes per week once a week, Library 35 minutes 
ever other week (grades 4 and 5 have 40 minutes ever other week), grades 4 and 5 have 
Chorus 45 minutes per week.  English teachers also have four 30 minute periods for 
another 120 minutes per week.  To move planning time back to contractual obligations 
would have some staffing implications.   
 
Student Assignment – As requested by the Committee, Dr. Giffune went over potential 
savings with each of the student assignment plans.  For the consolidated plan the 
potential savings would include 1 principal, $100,000; coaches could be redeployed, 
$51,032; 2 of the 4 proposed custodial positions could be redeployed, $70,000; buildings 
could potentially close at 6:00 p.m. saving $10,000-$15,000 in energy costs; 1 classroom 
teacher as grade 3 moves to grade 4, $40,000.  That would reduce the request by 
$271,032-$276,032.  In the sister school plan, you could continue to operate for one year 
with one principal, eliminating $100,000 (this would only be a deferral of that principal 
position); coaches and custodians are redeployed same as in the consolidated plan and the 
buildings could close at 6:00 p.m.  In the sister school plan you would not pick up that 
extra section (from grade 3 to grade 4) so that $40,000 in savings would not be included.  
The potential savings for this plan would be approximately $231,032-$236,032.  For the 
new attendance area, you could move buildings as they are now with 2 K-5 in the 
Cunningham/Collicot building and keep 1 principal, still need to add instructional 
coaches, custodians can be reduced by 1; the total savings for this plan would be 
$135,000.  If we do it in the existing configuration (no changes made), you would need 
4th custodian, and could take $100,000 off the request for the principal.  Dr. Giffune 
explained that within the consolidated plan there would be one principal and one 
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administrator.  Coaches and administrators would be redeployed to provide adequate 
support due to the increase in students within this configuration.   
 
Ms. Kelly brought up transportation costs and the potential savings discussed by the 
Student Assignment Committee.   Mr. Lovely would like to have someone lay out the 
alternative routes for the consolidated and sister school plans to make sure this can be 
done with the money we presently have allocated.  Although this may be difficult, he 
does not want any surprises come next fall.  In reference to the budget, he feels the 
rebuilding process should be from the bottom up; every area should be carefully 
scrutinized.  He referred to the FY03 budget book he had worked on with Ms. Gormley.  
In that budget process he and Ms. Gormley went through each classroom, matched 
teachers to classrooms, double checked teachers against salary lines, etc.  He felt 
comfortable with the details presented and would like to feel as comfortable with this 
budget.   
 
Mr. Hogan mentioned that moving costs associated with the plans were discussed with 
the Warrant Committee.  Dr. Giffune explained that moving costs discussed with the 
Warrant Committee included the moving of boxes, etc., not taking down any walls or 
making any renovations.  She had not requested modifications be made to any rooms.  
The cost to move Pre-School and K-5 will be paid by the School Building Committee and 
there is approximately $25,000 allocated for additional moving costs for the rest of the 
system.   Dr. Giffune went on to explain that the plans for these buildings were made 5-7 
years in advance.  Now that we are ready to occupy these buildings they may be used 
differently; however, that does not mean there was anything wrong with the planning or 
construction.  These schools were built for the Milton Public Schools and all rooms built 
can be used, regardless of what they were built for.  Mr. Lovely voiced several questions 
regarding this matter for which he would like definitive answers.   First, if we use a 
reconfigured grade system, will the fact that we are using Pre-K and K rooms for other 
purposes or using regular rooms for kindergarten rooms in any way effect, audit or 
otherwise,  the amount of reimbursement we get from the State?  Has the School Building 
Authority been called?  Dr. Giffune replied that the other three buildings have had an 
audit in which they saw a classroom used for office space, an art room used as a 
classroom, etc. and not one of those items came up as an audit exception.  However, Mr. 
Lovely stated he would like an answer to this question and would also like a memo put in 
the file with the response given by the SBA.  Dr. Giffune replied someone from her office 
will contact the School Building Authority.  Second, Mr. Lovely stated to the best of his 
knowledge there is no rule or regulation that requires us to reconfigure rooms in any way 
if we were to put regular education classes in kindergarten classrooms.  Also, there is 
nothing that requires a classroom be made larger if used as a kindergarten classroom.  
Although he has not called the State to ask this question, he has investigated this and 
discussed it with Mr. Winchester.  The third question he raised was could anyone come 
forward saying that they gave money for a certain purpose and that money was not used 
for that purpose.  He would like these questions answered. 
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School Building Committee – Mr. Hogan stated that the School Building Committee 
will divide the contract for the 1909 building up in two parts: (1) demolition and (2) 
excavation and drainage.  They have enough money for the first part and the effort at 
Town Meeting will be to obtain funding for the second part.  It is projected that we are 
$500,000-$600,000 short for that contract.  When asked where this money would come 
from, Mr. Hogan reported Mr. Winchester has been meeting with various people 
regarding this matter.  The Cunningham/ Collicot project should be ready by June 28th.  
The gym will hopefully be ready then also.  
 
Mr. Lovely reported that he and Terry Driscoll have met with the Boosters and the Track 
coach to discuss how we are going to implement the spring Track season.  The lower 
football practice fields will be used for javelin events and practice. The Boosters will 
fund putting in a discus pad on the upper field and will install a shot put pad in Brooks 
Field.  There will not be any Track events held on the middle field this spring.   
 

5.   Unfinished Business 
a.   Letter to Warrant Committee re School Funding- no longer needed, remove from list. 
b.   Letter to legislature regarding pending legislation  - Ms. Kelly is working on this. 
c.   Legislative deadlines – Ms. Kelly is working on this. 

 
Mr. Lovely requested some time before the 3/22/07 public forum to recognize the life of Mrs. 
Gladys Copeland. 

 
Motion made to adjourn. 
 
Move:    B. Lovely 
Second:  L. Sheridan 
Vote:  5-0-0 
 
The meeting adjourned at 10:15 p.m. 


